FROM A Pl-IOTOORAP1-I TAKEN ON SEPTEMBER 9, 1923, SI-IOWINO A COMPLETED RAFT IN TUE SILETZ RIVER BELOW CAMP
11. THE RAFTS CONTAIN ABOUT 250,000 FEET EACH, BUT SHOW ONLY ONE OR TWO COURSES OF LOOS ABOVE TUE WATER.
THEY ARE MUCH SIMPLER THAN THE CIGAR=Sl-IAPED "DEEP SEA" RAFTS

THIS PICTURESQUE SCENE ON THE SILETZ RIVER WAS MADE TO SHOW A RAFT EN ROUTE TO THE SEA WITH THE ABLY
NAVIGATED TUG "SEA FOAM" AHEAD. MANY TURNS IN THE "SILETZ" RIVER ARE SHORT, BUT THE NAVIGATOR TAKES
ADVANTAGE OF THE TIDE AND PROGRESS IS ALWAYS SAFE AND EASY
Si

form its functions direct, as in the case of
twin engine feeds for carriages, steam logrollers and kickers, and dry-kiln batteries.
The electrical current generated by the
turbine is also used for lighting purposes
throughout the plant, and in the case of

the Pacific Spruce Corporation supplies both
Toledo and Newport with electricity for illumination and power.
The Power Buildkngs
The power plant of the Pacific Spruce Corporation has been designed and is constructed

so as to carry an immense load. From it
emanates the power which drives the ma-

chinery in the sawmill, all the remanufacturing divisions, the monorail, and furnishes

lights throughout the plant and for the cities
of Toledo and Newport, and which may in
time be extended to .Camp 12 of the Manary

Logging Co.

The dynamos which furnish this power are
housed in a building in which is also includ-

ed the battery of boilers. In addition to
this building is a fuel house in which the
surplus fuel, consisting of shavings from the
planing mill and hogged fuel from the Diamond hog, is stored until needed for the boilers; and the refuse burner, which consumes

all the refuse from the mill which is not

needed for fuel and which is not valuable for
commercial uses.

This power house was built in March and
April, 1922. It is of reinforced concrete
construction, the walls consisting of pilasters

14x14 inches with curtain walls between, 8

inches thick. Adequate illumination is provided by windows of ribbed glass set in steel
sash in the curtain walls.
A foundation was provided by driving pil-

ing about 40 feet into the ground, and covering the caps of it with a concrete mat 3
TI-US IS A VIEW OF TUE FINE SEA GOING TUG "GO-GETTER" AS IT LIES IN THE feet thick, upon which the superstructure is
PLACID WATERS, NEWPORT HARBOR, YAQUINA BAY, OREGON. THIS IS AN ALL- built and from which arise the piers supportPURPOSE TUGBOAT SPECIALLY FITTED FOR ROUGI-I WATER TOWING AND ing the machinery.
GENERAL WORKBOAT USE
The building is 85 feet wide by 100 feet
long and 32 feet high. A center wall of concrete and tile construction divides the power
house into two compartments, one containing

the boilers and the fire room, and the other
the power machinery. The roof is of the gable pattern, consisting of asbestos-protected
metal corrugated roofing supported by steel
trusses and purlins.
The Boiler Room
Steam is generated in eight Stirling water
tube boilers with the Dutch oven type of furnace. These boilers carry 155 pounds of
steam. Fuel is supplied by an overhead chain

carrier which carries the sawdust or hogged
fuel into chutes which lead direct to the furnaces and which are controlled by cut-offs
operated by hand levers and which supply
the quantity of fuel needed to sustain the
steam pressure. The concrete floor in front
of these boilers is kept scrupulously clean
and washed out from time to time with water to reduce the fire hazard.
The Refuse Burner

That portion of the mill refuse which is
not converted into fuel and which has no
commercial use, is deposited on a carrier by
a chain emerging from the sawmill on the
northwest side and is carried to the burner.
This burner was manufactured by the Colby

Machine & Engineering Co. of Seattle, Wash.,
and is of the air-cooled type. Its foundation

is secured by piling driven 35 to 40 feet in
the ground and topped by a concrete cap.

The Fuel Building
The fuel building, which is built adjacent
to the power house, is 36 feet wide, 96 feet
long and 36 feet high. Its walls are laminated construction, of 2x8 plank outside and its
partitions 2x6 inches, the latter providing
four fuel pockets, each 24 feet wide, 36 feet
THE ABOVE VIEW SHOWS TUE TUGBOAT "SEA FOAM" OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE long and 24 feet deep. The roof is of frame
CORPORATION FLEET IN THE HARBOR AT KERNVILLE, OREGON, STARTING UP- truss construction with asbestos roofing. The
STREAM WITH CAMP SUPPLIESUSEFUL FOR "FETCHING" AND "CARRYING" AS building rests on timber caps on piling driven
WELL AS TOWING
about 40 feet into the ground. Any surplus
of shavings from the planing mill, the fuel
steam turbine, or of the steam power, may there, as in the air-lift trimmers or suction- from the Diamond hog, and sawdust, is drivbe utilized in running air compressors, and cleaning installations. Or the live steam may en by blowers or transf erred by conveyors to
this compressed air, conveyed by pipes to cer- be taken direct from the boilers and carried this building, and deposited on a conveyor
tain of the machines, performs its functions to certain machinery or installations to per- chain running the entire length of the build52

ing above the bins, and is automatically deposited into the different fuel compartments.
Conveyor chains take this reserve fuel, as
needed, to the conveyor which feeds the furnaces beneath the boilers.
The Turbine Generator Room
This room is two stoiies. The large turbine generators, two motor generators, the
switchboard and the water heater are located
on the second floor; the pumps, exciter, condensers, and other machinery on the ground
The steam turbine generators rest
floor.
upon concrete piers 18 feet high.
A 1500-kilowatt Allis-Chalmers Co. steam
turbine has been carrying the load for the entire plant, but another steam turbine of 3,200
kilowatts, made by the same company, is being installed. The combined capacity of
these two generators is 4,700 kilowatts, over
6,250 horsepower. They are capable of sus-

taining a considerable overload, and their

tremendous power will be sufficient for the
present uses of electricity and such additional
ones as will be demanded when the capacity
of the plant is further increased. The present generator has been handling 80 to 100
percent overloads for some time.
This article will deal with the power plant
as it Is now operating, and as it will be operated when the 3,200-kilowatt generator is installed, as it will he by the time this review
of the operation is printed. This work is
being done by Lewis & Watts, engineers, of
Portland, Seattle and Vancouver, who are also
furnishing and installing, under the personal
supervision of L. R. Watts, manager of the
Portland office, the No. 1 Schutte & Koerting
condenser for the large turbine. This condenser will handle 60,000 pounds of steam
an hour when furnished with 7,000 gallons
of cooling water at 60 degrees. This firm
is also doing the electrical work in the new
pony band mill and gang resaw equipment
(farther mentioned a little later in this chapter on production), J. L. McLaughlin being in

THE TUG "00-GETTER" HANDLING A RAFT OF LOGS AS IT PASSES TO THE HARBOR
AT KERNVILLE DOWN THE SILETZ RIVER. ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF "EASY GOING"
IN THE SILETZ WATERS

personal charge of this work for Lewis &

Watts.

The present steam turbine generator is

three-phase, 60 cycles, 480 volts, 1800 revolutions per minute. At present its night
load, as shown by the curves on the switchboard records, is 1,600 kilowatts and its day
load 2,400 kilowatts. The installation of the
3,200-kilowatt turbine generator, which is
three-phase, 60 cycles, 480 kilowatts 3,600

revolutions per minute, will also carry the
power for the gang mill, the pony band mill
now being built, and that required for additional installations in various parts of the
plant.

For lighting purposes, 500 kilowatts are
used, 150 kilowatts of which are stepped up
from 480 volts to 2,300 volts, in a transformer vault next to the power house, and then
transmitted to the lines of the Lincoln County Light & Power Co., which supplies the cities of Toledo and Newport with electrical service. The balance of the light load, 350 kilowatts, is stepped down to 120 volts and used
in lighting the plant.
Both steam turbine generators take nonsuperheated steam direct from the boiler at
150 pounds pressure as indicated by a gauge
at the throttle. The condensers maintain a
28-inch vacuum (in terms of a 30-inch barometer). The condenser for the 1,500-K.W.
machine is of the Allis-Chalmers Co. type
"C" and the condenser for the 3,200-K.W.
turbine was furnished by the Schutte-Koerting
Co.

The water for these two condensers is furnished by two centrifugal pumps, direct connected with motors, situated in a small

building adjacent to the machine shop, one
with a capacity of 6,500 gallons per minute,
the other with a capacity of 4,500 gallons per
minute; also another which furnishes the
water for the log spray on the log slips, previously referred to.
The largest switch ever installed in the
Pacific northwest is located directly beneath
the 3,200-K.W. turbine generator. This is a
6,000-ampere, automatic operated, main generator switch, and carries the main current
to the switchboard. The size of this switch
ls necessitated by the low voltage, 480, and

consequent large amperage of the generators,

TI-IL ABOVE SPIRITED ACTIVITY SHOWS THE SPEED BOAT "GO..GETTEM" OF THE
PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION, THE COMPANY DISPATCH BOAT, RUNNING FULL
SPEED IN THE HARBOR AT NEWPORT, OREGON

The present switchboard, made of black
slate and carrying the various indicators of
the system, has a generator panel,- an exciter
panel, and twelve feeder panels, which num'53

ber will be increased to take care of the gang
mill, pony band mill and other local installations.

The oil switches are back of the

panel board and under remote control.

drawn from a 15-K.W. direct current motor
generator which then excites the field of the
larger machine. The steam-driven exciter is
then cut out and stopped.
A 200-ampere Allis-Chalmers motor generator steps down the 480-volt current from
the large generators, to 120 volts direct current, which is used on the monorail. This
installation will not be changed in the improvements now being made to the power
plant.
Additional Machinery and Power House

In addition to the above electrical equipment and condensers, the power house con-

tains a Cochran boiler feed-water heater, with
a capacity of 4,000 gallons a minute; a 12x14inch steam-driven air compresser with a capacity of 227 cubic feet per minute; and two
Worthington boiler feed pumps, 14x81/2x12
inches in size.

Two fire pumps are also located here, a
Worthington No. 1, and a Fairbanks-Morse
No. 2, each 10x12x18 inches, with a capacity
of 1,000 gallons per minute, discharging into
an 8-inch main pipe line.
FROM THE SAWMILL LOG DECK
TO THE SORTING CHAINS

Returning now to the log deck, which was

left to visit the power plant: Here begins a
trip, through this modern sawmill, to visit
FACH DEPARTMENT of manufacture in
SEQUENCE.
The sawmill building is 74 feet wide and
298 feet long and has two ellsthe remanufacturing plant and the lath millextending
from its northeast side, being additional to
the above dimensions, and to be described in
their order, but which are included under
the same roof as the sawmill, and treated in
this article as a part of the sawmill building.
The foundation of the sawmill is of piling
THE ABOVE VIEW SHOWS THE FINAL DUMPING SPOT AT OR NEAR THE END OF driven
thirty to forty feet in the ground upon
THE GREAT DOCK WHERE THE LOGS ARE UNLOADED THAT COME FROM HEAL)- which the foundation timbers rest. The suQUARTERS CAMP 1
perstructure is three stories high and of general mill construction. The timbers used in
the head end of the mill are 14x14 inches,
heavily braced and strongly bolted throughThe lower story, which is floored with
concrete, contains the necessary transmission
out.

machinery, motors, and a few pulleys and
belts, which transmit the power to a portion

of the machinery located on the second floor,
which contains the sawmill machinery, some
of which is driven by motors direct-connected
with it and located on that floor. The third
floor contains the filing room, and the long
runways, over which the saws are conveyed

to and from the respective sharpening and
fitting machines.
Log Deck and. Carriages
The log deck is divided into two parts,

sloping toward the right-hand, and left-hand
sides of the mill. When the logs arrive in
the mill on the log chain, the LONGER ones
are kicked off to the sloping deck, at the left
by an Allis-Chalmers Co. steam kicker, and

the SHORTER logs are kicked off to the
right b a similar device. They roll down
either inclined deck until they reach, and are
held, in the arms of a large Allis-Chalmers
Co. steam log roller, which is under the control of the head sawyer on either side, and
from which they are thrown onto the carriage
by pressure on a pedal by the sawyer's foot.
Both carriages are Allis-Chalmers make,
and are similar in construction and in operation. They are driven by a double rope AllisChalmers twin-engine feed,' and are equipped
with electrically operated Trout setworks.

The right-hand carriage has 84-inch headblock openings, and the left-hand carriage,
where the longer logs are sawed, has 72-inch
openings. The logs are dogged to these leadblocks in the usual manner.
The Two Head Band Saws

The right-hand band saw is an 11-foot
the left-hand band saw a 10-foot manufacTHEY ARE THROWN INTO YAQUINA BAY AND ALSO THE UNLOADING SHED AND tured by the same company. The saws are
ELEVATED "PILE" WHICH CARRIES THE LINE ABOVE THE LOGS
16 inches wide and 61 feet long. They are
furnished by E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc.,
Located on the ground floor of the power fields of the 1,500-K.W. turbine genera- the Simonds Saw & Manufacturing Co.,
room is a Skinner steam starting set, a 50-H. tor for starting purposes. When the latter and Henry Disston & Sons, as are all the othP. steam engine, operating a 125-volt direct has been started with this steam-driven ex- er saws used in the mill.
.current generator, which is used to excite the citer, the exciting current is cut over and
With the removal of the first slabs and the
THIS VIEW SHOWS THE LOGS AT THE DUMP FROM TUE OUTER END WHERE
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Allis-Chalmers heavy-duty western-type; and

clear lumber on the outside of the log, a Simonson log turner, located on the log deck,
turns the log down and it is shoved back on
the carriage against the headblocks where it
is again dogged and the slab and the clear
lumber removed from another side of the
log. This operation is repeated for the other
two sides, and the entire log cut into lumber

or cants in conformity with the quality of
the timber and the purposes for which it is

intended. The largest cant removed from the
log by the band saws is 12 inches thick, this
being the capacity of the edgers, toward
which the lumber is now being carried on a
system of iive rolls. The power for each
band saw is derived from a 300-H. P. AllisChalmers Co. motor, belt driven, and located
on the lower floor beneath the head-rig.
The Two Edgers
The lumber from the band saws, carried

on two sets of live rolls under the control
of the tail sawyer, arrives at two AllisChalmers edgers, each with eight 36-inch
saws, capable of cutting up the 12-inch cants
or of trimming any thickness of lumber
which has come from the band saws. The
left-hand edger is a 12x72-inch machine and
the right-hand 12x84-inch, each driven by
300-H. P. Allis-'Chalmers Co. motors, direct
connected to the arbor with a flexible coupling.

When the lumber, now on the live rolls,
arrives from either one of the band saws to
its respective edger, it may follow either one
of two routes. It may continue on the live
rolls past the edger, to the timber dock at
the rear of the mill, or it may be stopped at
the edger by a large stop, automatically re-

moved from the live rolls, and conveyed to the
table of the edger through which it passes to

be edged or to be cut into smaller cants.
When the lumber has passed through the
edger, it is still on live rolls, and it may continue on these rolls or may be picked up by
lifting chain skids, which return it to live
rolls on their respective sides. If it continues on the live rolls from the rear of the edgers, it is conveyed to a transfer chain which
carries it to the trimmer.

A TYPICAL SCENE IN THE SO-CALLED "RAFTIN(i POCKET" AFTER THE TWO
SECTIONS OF THE TRAIN OF THE MANARY LOGGING COMPANY HAD DUMPED
THIRTEEN LOADS INTO THE WATER

The Horizontal Band Resaw

The live rolls, carrying chains, and lifting
chain skids, immediately back of the edger,
are under the control of one man who stands
on an elevated platform in front of the hori-

zontal band resawwhich will next be considered, in the process of manufacturing.
That portion of the lumber which has

come from the edger and has been delivered
back to the respective live rolls on either side

by the lifting chain skids, and which must
be subjected to further manufacture, is REMOVED from the live rolls at either side of
the 7-foot horizontal band resaw, furnished
by the Prescott Co., of Menominee, Mich.,
and transferred to this machine by chains.

This resaw is of the double-table type, driven
by a 150-H. P. General Electric motor. The
lumber from this resaw is deposited on a
chain, from which it may be removed for ad-

ditional resawing by this machine, or upon
which it may continue toward the remanufacturing division of the sawmill.
Log Now In Four Parts
The log, which but a few moments ago
came up the log slip, has now been divided
into four parts: (1) That portion which
passed the edger and the resaw, and has
been trimmed by a swing cut-off saw en
route to proper length and has been delivered at the rear of the mill in the form of
timbers; (2) that portion which has passed
through the edger, and has been removed
from the live rolls on which it emerged, is
on its way to the trimmer; (3) that portion
which has passed through the horizontal resaw and has been delivered on the chain
is on its way to the remanufacturing division;

(4) the edgings and slabs which have been
removed from the live rolls are on their way
to the slasher.
Utilization of Refuse
We will first follow the slabs and edgings.
These unavoidable by-products in the manu-

facture of lumber contain a considerable
quantity of desirable material, and it has

TIllS BEAUTIFUL SCENE SHOWS A COMPLETED LOG RAFT IN TIlE DUMPING

WATERS AT THE END OF THE RAILWAY WHICH CONVEYS THE LOGS FROM TtIE
SOUTH END OF LINCOLN COUNTY

beeii the purpose of the Pacific Spruce Cor-

poration to utilize to the last degree all of
them that are commercially valuable. After

the slabs and edgings are removed from the
55

transporting devices on which they are carjied, they are deposited on chains which carry them to a 40-foot top-saw Allis-Chalmers
slasher, having eight saws spaced 4 feet

mond Iron Works hog converts other ecigings
and mill refuse into fuel for the boilers located in the power house plant.
The Lath Mill

The lath mill, which is an eli of the saw-

mill building, 40x40 feet in size, is construct-

ed similarly to it, and is located adjacent to
the conveyor above mentioned, with its floor
six feet below that of the sawmill floor. As
the slabs and edgings in the conveyor pass
this room, that portion of them suitable for

making latheither

fir

or spruceis

re-

moved from the conveyor and placed upon
chains which carry it to the bolter in the
lath mill, which cuts it into appropriate-sized
bolts. These are carried on chains to the lath
saws, which make lath at the rate of about
4,000 an hour. The lath are then tied in
bundles of 100 each and taken to the triminer, from which they are delivered to the
loading deck beneath. Here they are piled
in frames, which are picked up by the monorail and carried to the loading dock at the
water, or to the car loading dock, or to the
green storage.
Among the many new installations now under way at the Pacific Spruce 'Corporation
sawmill is a gravity system 'which will carry

the lath from the trimmer to the green stor-

age, where they will be handled by the monorail. Practically all of the lath are shipped
green in the "Robert Johnson" to California,
wherethrough its excellent qualitiesa

ready market for the product has been de-

veloped.

All the lath-mill machinery was furnished

by the Western Foundry Co. of Portland,
Oreg., and is of the Peterman type.
THE "SPLASI-!" OF TUE BIG OLD OROWTI-1 YELLOW DOUGLAS FIR AND SITKA
SPRUCE LOGS AS THEY ARE DUMPED INTO DEPOT SLOUGH AT THE L041 DUMP,
ONEHALF MILE ABOVE THE MILL AT TOLEDO

The Trimmer
The lumber which was removed from the
live rolls behind the edger by the lifting chain
skids proceeds to the trimmer, a 40-foot 20saw air lift machine, of Allis-Chalmers Co.
top-saw type. Here the lumber is trimmed
and cut into the desired lengths, according
to the quality of the board, the saws being
raised or lowered to perform their duty by
compressed air under the control of an operator who is in a cage above the chains, from
which vantage point he secures an unobstructed view of the trimmer table, on which
the lumber has been placed, and as it is approaching the saws.
The lumber which passes over the trimmer

is deposited on live rolls which carry it to
the chain on which the lumber which has
come from the horizontal resaw is already
being carried, and together with it is conveyed to the remanufacturing department.
The trimmings and the undesirable portions

of the product drop to a conveyor chain which
empties into another conveyor chain leading

from the slasher, which takes them past the
lath mill and the hog to the burner.
Filing Room In the Sawmill
The filing room in the sawmill is located
directly above the two band-saws. It is 70x74
feet in size. The lowering winches for the
band-saws are located on the southeast side
and the rest of the room is occupied by the
following machinery: Two No. 150 Covel
grinders; one No. 140 Covel grinder; one No.
120 Covel grinder; one No. 768 Hanchett
automatic round saw grinder; one 16-inch
lap grinder; one Covel hand gummer; two
20-inch Covel saw stretcher rolls; one 10inch Covel saw stretcher roll; one 20-inch
brazing clamp; one saw stretcher with 48inch wheels; two 16x60-inch leveling slabs,
with chilled face, 5 inches thick; two castiron slabs of similar dimensions; two 4x10x14
anvils; and one 4x10x36 anvil. The above
equipment was all furnished by the Machin-

A COLLECTION OF LOGS AS, THEY ARE GATHERED FROM CAMP 12, AND
DROPPED INTO DEPOT SLOUGH AT TOLEDO, OREGON, AS THEY APPEAR FROM
THE WAGON BRIDGE LOOKING UPSTREAM

apart, and driven by a 150-H. P. General
Electric motor. As the slabs and edgings
pass beneath the saws they are cut into 4foot lengths and these fall on to a conveyor

chain which carries them by the lath mill
where the best material is taken from the
chain and converted into lath,
A short distance from the lath mill a Dia56

ery Co. of America, Big Rapids, Mich.
The Armstrong Manufacturing Co. of Portland, Oreg., furnished the following swages:

Two No. 7, one No. 5, one No. 2, and three
No. 3 Gribnow shapers. A blower system
driven by a General Electric motor collects
the dust from the various grinding machines.
The power for the filing room machinery is
furnished by five General Electric motors
one belted to each machine.

TUE REMANUFACTIJRING
MILL DEPARTMENT

All the lumber which has come from the
log, with the exception of the timbers which
have passed out of the rear end of the mill

sets of live roils, which carry it to the sorting chain, where it begins its outward jour-

Before it emerges from the remanufacturing plant, however, it is first graded
roughly and that portion which is in need of
further refining by these two resaws is taken

ney.

on the live rollsas before mentionedis from the sorting chains and placed on live
now found upon the chain which carries it all

rolls which carry it back to either of the resaws just mentioned, where it is further remill.
manufactured, and again delivered upon the
This room, which is built as an eli to the transfer chain and graded.
sawmill, and which is of similar construction,
'Pony" Edger and "Pony" Trimmer
is 63x73'/2 feet. It contains two. 7-foot Prescott vertical resaws, each driven by a 125After the lumber has passed the resaws,
H. P. General Electric motor; a 40-inch at a point a short distance from where some
Portland Iron Works edger with four 22-inch of it was last removed from the sorting chains
saws, driven by a 50-H. P. General Electric and sent back to the resaws, that part of the
motor, direct connected with flexible coup- lumber which is still in need of edging is relings; and a 24-foot top-saw air-lift Portland moved and sent by a system of live rolls to
into the remanufacturing department of the

perfection; but the management has not.

even THENceased its vigilance in an effort
to secure the highest degree of quality; for
provision has been made for the removal of
all lumber which might yet be FURTHER
improved, and for its return over the monorail system, in units averaging about 2,000
feet, to the horizontal resaw located in the
rear end of the sawmill, where it is AGAIN
sent on a journey through the remanufacturing department, and this is continued until
FINAL refinement of the lumber is SECURED.

The purpose of the remanufacturing plant
is to assure, with the least amount of handling, and before the lumber has passed away
from the sawmill, the highest degree of perfection possible, in grades and sizes, which
can be obtained by these various operations.

A MOST REMARKABLE ENGRAVING SHOWING ONE OF TUE FINEST AGGREGATIONS OF "SITKA" SPRUCE, OLD GROWTH
YELLOW DOUGLAS FIR AND WESTERN HEMLOCK LO(iS IN A GREAT MASS IN STORAGE BOOMS, IN SEPTEMBER, 1923; WITH
VIEW OF PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION PLANT IN BACKGROUND

Iron Works trimmer, driven by a 25-H. P.

General Electric motor, direct connected.
The chain on which the lumber enters this
department traverses the entire length of the

room, and delivers that part of the lumber
which is not in need of further refining to a
set of live rolls which carries it out of the
remanufacturing department to the sorting

the pony edger, where it is edged, and from
which it comes back to the sorting chain
again upon other live rolls. A short distance
from the place where it is deposited on the
sorting chain from the pony edger, that portion of it still in need of trimming is removed,

and runs over the 24-foot pony trimmer already described, from which it returns to the
chains.
sorting chain on live rolls. All the lumber
which has passed the remanufacturing deTwo Vertical Resaws
partment, and which has been subjected to
At a point near the entrance into the re- some one of the processes above mentioned,
manufacturing room, the portion of lumber is now on the sorting chain, and being carwhich is in need of refining is taken off and ried toward that point where the live rolls
carried by a set of live rolls to chains which are bringing to the sorting chain, that porcarry it to one of the vertical resaws. Lum- tion of the lumber which was brought into
ber of the same quality, which yet remains the remanufacturing department, but passed
upon the chain, is removed to another set of through without remanufacture, being ALlive rolls which likewise carry it to the sec- READY PERFECT in quality and in grade.
ond vertica' resaw. The lumber is automaticAll the lumber now passes out of the sawally dropped from these resaws on to two mill, on the sorting chain, in a high state of
57

The Gang Mill

The gang mill, now under construction

which can be legitimately classified as a re-

manufacturiug activityis located on the
northeast side of the sawmill between the
burner and the sorting chains, 75 feet from
the sawmill building, it is of the usual frame
construction, resting on a piling foundation.

The foundation for this gangwhich is a

20x46-inch Diamond Iron Works machine
with 44 sawswas secured by driving 57 piling 40 feet in the ground. Other machines installed in the gang mill are a 24-foot AllisChalmers automatic air lift trimmer, and a
6x8-inch Portland Iron Works edger.
The mill is equipped with a Northwest
Engineering Co. overhead crane operating on
a 20-foot span, and a 4-ton two-motor elec-

tric gang transfer crane used for handling

THE ABOVE COMBINATION ENORAVIN6 SHOWS POWER HOUSE FEATURES OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION
(1) General View of the Dutch Ovens in Boiler House. (2) Boiler Fronts of the eight Boilers and the Fuel Convey ors. (3) Fairbanks-Morse Underwriters' Pump 18x10x12. (4) Another Underwriters' Pump, Capacity 1,000 Gallons per Minute. in Power House. (5) Semi-Mechanical Dry Pipe Valve
of the Sprijikler System. (6) SIde View, Concrete Power House.
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the cants to the gang from the storage space.

This storage space is 200 feet long and is
used to store cants as they come from the
right-hand band,saw in the sawmill, segregated as to quality and size, the idea being
to separate all cants, according to sizes and
grades, so as to have a supply of cants on

is to increase the output of high-grade spruce
lumber, so greatly in demand both domestic
and foreign.
Such clear spruce timbers as are manufactured in the pony band mill are neatly

of grading, except the obvious necessity of
marking each piece for its "unit!"

trimmed, and such lumber as needs resawing

several departments of the plant by the monorail which will now be considered.

On each side of both chains, extending their

full length, unit frames, about 300 in number, are provided, giving a sufficient number
trimmed at both ends with a swing cut-off of places in which to pile the lumber accordsaw, and transported by means of rolls and ing to grade, length, width, thickness and
each unit, when completed,
hand to fill any order promptly.
chains to the timber-loading docks, where SPECIES, so that
shall consist of a uniform size, kind and
When the lumber leaves the gang it goes they are loaded on to cars.
directly to the sorting chains leading from the
Other timber and lumber, a portion of quality of lumber. These unit frames are 4
which is passed through the edgerthe other feet wide and the lumber is piled in them to
sawmill, where it is accorded the same treatment as all the rest of the lumber.
portion going direct by rollsall finds its about 4 feet in height, each unit containing
way to transfer chains which convey it to the about 1,800 feet, and weighing about 8,000
THE NEW PONY
40-foot automatic trimmer where it is pounds. These units are carried to the
BAND MILL

The new "pony" mill which is being installed will be located on the south side of
the sawmill in a building 36 feet wide by
190 feet long, specially erected for it, of
frame construction in conformity with the
other buildings. It will contain a 9-foot
pony band with a five-block carriage, with
54-inch headblock openings, driven by twin

is then taken off at the horizontal resaw,

and such lumber as is perfect in manufacture GENERALLY CONCERNING
is conveyed by an independent set of chains, THE "MONORAIL" SYSTEM
running OVER the chains which convey the
The Pawling & Harnischfeger monorail syslumber to the resaw plant, and thence to
rolls and transfers which deliver it to the tem of the Pacific Spruce Corporation at
second set of sorting chains at the sawmill, Toledo is one of the most extensive and comwhere it is graded, segregated as to sizes and plete nt any sawmill in the United States.

SOME OF TUE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN POWER HOUSE OF TUE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREO.
(1) The ten-panel Allis-Chalmers Switchboard iii the Power House. (2) Allis-Chaiiiiers Co., 1.500-K.W. Steam Turbine and Dynamo. 2,255 Amp., 480
(4) The Condenser Under the Allis-Chalmers Turbiae. (5) Ingersoll-Rand
Volts. (3) Condenser and Motor Drive Under Allis-Chalmers Turbine.
14x12 Air Compressor. (8) Another View Allis-Chalmers 1,500-K.W. Steam Turbine. (7) Synchronizing Allis-Chalmers Co. Light Service Motor.

engines with a double rope feed. The edger
will be 8x48 inches. The trimmer is 40 feet
in length, of the automatic top-saw air-lift
TYPE. One 36-inch single cut-off saw will
also be installed.
The pony band mill is for the remanufacture of certain lumber and timber, produced

lengths, and assembled into units as previously mentioned.
THE SORTING CHAINS

AND THEIR WORK

Two sorting chains, on which the lumber
is graded, and from which it is removed at

by the head rigs and edger, that needs re- various points and piled into units according
manufacturing for the purpose of improving to grades, widths, thicknesses and lengths,
the grades, mainly to secure vertical grain, extend northeast from the sawmill a distance
of 500 feet. These chains parallel each other,
the motto being "Quality First."
Cants destined for the pony band mill will and a portion of the lumber is transferred
largely be taken off the main-line live rolls, to the second chain from the first, near
from the left-hand head rig, to transfer the point where the first chain emerges

chains, which will convey them to the pony
band mill carriage. Cants MAY be taken
from BOTH head rigs, after they have come
through the edger, and transferred by rolls
onto the chains which will convey them to
the pony band mill.
The main purpoe of the pony band mill

It is 7,000 feet in length, uniformly con-

structed of heavy timbers which rest upon
capped piling to which they are securely
anchored, and which carry the single rail
from which the system derives its name, at
a height which is uniform throughout and
which is sufficient to enable the operator to
pile the units five high, with cross-pieces
between, at any place desired, in the various
storage places.
The system extends over the four rows of

units which have been assembled on either
side of the two sorting chains, and is continued from their outward end by a system
from the mill, by a system of live rolls; and of switches, which are under control of the
the lumber on BOTH chains is then graded operator, to the green storage, the dry lumby experts who mark with black crayon the ber building. the planing mill, the dressed
usual cabalistic signs upon the lumber which lumber building, the shipping dock, or any
designate the grade, and also the UNIT into OTHER part of the plant to which the monowhich it is to be assembled. Of course there rail has been extended.
The travelers which run upon this monois nothing different or new about the method
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rail consist of a cab in which the operator
is located and a car which contains the motor and from which are suspended the lumber
lifting hoists. Six of these lumber hoists are
in continuous operation on the monorail of
the Pacific Spruce Corporation. Traveling
bridges are provided in the green lumber
storage, the rough dry lumber building, the
dressed lumber building, and at the shipping
dock, which enables the car to proceed upon

company to sell its product at the market species, where it remains until needed for
price, either by rail or water, as quickly as shipment.
The northwest end of the green storage
possible after it has been manufactured. "We
make lumber to sell, not to look at!" says reaches Depot Slough, which, dredged and
provided with a slip, enables the barges to
the management.
The green lumber storage is located north- load from this point as well as the other loadeast of the end of the sorting chains and is ing dock on the river at the other side of the
reached by a branch of the monorail system. mill. The capacity of the green storage yard
It consists of a foundation resting upon pil- is about one million feet per 100 lineal feet,
ing driven thirty to forty feet into the or about 6,600,000 feet all told.

THE ENTIRE PLANT OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREGON, FROM A POINT ON THE HILL TO THE NORTHEM
KEPT. (B) BATTERY OF TWENTY DRY KILNS WITH DAILY CAPACITY OF 300,000 FEET. (C) STACKER HOUSE WHICH CONTAINS FOL
1,000 FEET IN LENGTH. (F) THE CAFETERIA AND "SMOKE HOUSE." (0) ROUGH DRY SUED HOLDING 4,000,000 FEET OF KILNDRIED UPPE
DIVISION, THE LOADING TRACK Wi-IICU HOLDS TWENTY STANDAI

ground, and the supports of a bridge run- THE DRY-KILN SYSTEM
It is 660 feet long and 98 feet from IN ITS VARIOUS PARTS
allows the unit to be placed at any point center to center of the bridge runway. Its
Sufficient dry-kiln capacity has been proSELECTED.
purpose is for the storage of such green vided by the Pacific Spruce Corporation to dry
lumber
as
is
not
intended
for
immediate
shipthat portion of its lumber which is intended
THE GREEN LUMBER
ment by water or rail, or for the dry-kilns. for shipment, either rough or in the dressed
STORAGE YARD
The monorail cars arriving at the green storproportionate to the output of the mill.
The green lumber storage is the only lum- age from the sorting chain at the mill pass state,
Should the capacity of the mill be further inber yard the Pacific Spruce Corporation has, onto the 98-foot bridge, which then moves creased, the dry-kiln capacity may be correwith the exception of the decks of the barges toward the other end of the green storage, spondingly increased by the installation of
which lighter the lumber to the steamship thus allowing the operator to deposit the kilns additional to the present battery of
"Robert Johnson;" for it is the policy of this unit with other units similar in grade and twenty, and a further extension of the transsuch a bridge, which is movable laterally, the
length of the building, or storage place, and

way.
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